Although the concept of electrical stimulation of the human visual system has long been proposed as an aid to the blind, it was the work of Brindley and Lewin (1968) that kindled the current interest in an electronic prosthesis. We have noted the effects of electrical stimulation of the visual area of three normalsighted patients. This brief report attempts to confirm and extend the work of Brindley and Lewin. Their observations are important both for an understanding of the physiological mechanisms involved in the visual cortex and for the possibility of devising a useful visual prosthesis for the blind.
Arrays of 18 platinum electrodes embedded in silastic sheets were placed on the calcarine cortex and occipital pole respectively of three normal-sighted patients undergoing occipital craniotomy for other reasons. In two patients arrays were placed on the inferior calcarine convolution, and on the superior convolution of the third patient while all three had the second array placed on the occipital pole (Figs. 1 and 2). Selective stimulation of the electrodes was performed on the first, second and third post-operative days.
Parameters of Stimulation.
Stimulus modes and parameters were restricted on the basis of data obtained from the effect of current density on the blood-brain-barrier (Talalla and Pudenz, 1973) . (Table  I) .
Position of Phosphenes. These were plotted in two planes along Bjerrum co-ordinates in a bowl perimeter. In all three patients Shape of Phosphenes. With the exception of one patient who reported > streaks of light, all other phosphenes were reported as circular -"about the size of a quarter." One patient reported a cluster of small spots of light which together made a single quarter-sized phosphene. This patient also described haloes around his phosphenes.
Color of Phosphenes. Unlike Brindley's patient, all our patients reported colored phosphenes. There was no correlation between the red, yellows, blues, greens and whites with any single parameter of stimulation.
Patterns of Phosphenes.
Despite having the majority of the 36 electrodes able to evoke phosphenes repeatedly, we were unable with simultaneous or sequential stimulation of these electrodes to produce convincingly more than one phosphene at a time. We were therefore unable to evoke even the simplest of patterns as described by Brindley's patient and also reported by Dobelle etal(1974) .
Movements of Phosphenes. Phosphenes moved with eye movements.
For purposes of plotting the position of phosphenes, the patients were made to fixate on a small target light at the base of a bore-sight in the center of the bowl perimeter. When asked to alter their gaze the patients always reported that the phosphenes moved with the visual axis. The reported streaks of light in the one patient could always be anticipated, for upon each successful stimulation his eyes were observed to move before the reported streak. There is, in the instance of this patient and in other reports of streak phosphenes, (Chapanis, Walker and Uematsu, 1973 ) the likelihood of the patient attempting to track his phosphenes.
Reproducibility of Phosphenes.
When electrodes which were known to evoke phosphenes were repeatedly stimulated, phosphenes were reported in the same position. We were unable to evoke two such phosphenes simultaneously, even with electrodes known to produce widely separated images. Sequential stimulation of such electrodes also failed to evoke more than one phosphene at a time.
Persistence of Phosphenes. Phosphenes reported by two patients were short-lived, barely longer than the stimulus time. In the third patient, despite stimulation times of less than three seconds, phosphenes were reported as lasting unchanged for six minutes. This patient was subjected to sequential stimulation of electrodes known to evoke phosphenes. Although we were unable to produce more than one simultaneous phosphene, the patient repeatedly observed that with the sequential stimulation of phosphene-yielding electrodes, a persistent phosphene would always be abolished if a brighter phosphene was experienced, even if this second phosphene was at a distance. The persistent phosphenes of this third patient would always be dismissed with the switching on of lights in the previously darkened room in which all the patients were studied.
We have thus confirmed much data reported by Brindley and Lewin but significantly we were unable to produce more than one phosphene simultaneously. Our patients reported phosphenes in several colors, some with multi-colored haloes. One patient experienced persistence of his phosphenes for several minutes and these persistent phosphenes were repeatedly suppressed by rival brightness.
